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SUBJECT: Interview of Earl Silbert on August 30, 197~

6, 1973

On August 30, 1973, Peter F. Rient and Judy Denny of
the Special Prosecutor’s office interviewed Principal Assistant
U.S. Attorney Earl Silbert in Rient’s office concerning contacts
after April i, 1973 between the original Watergate prosecutors
and John Dean and/or Dean’s attorneys. During the interview,
reference was made to the following documents from the files
of the original Watergate prosecutors: memos from Silbert to
Files dat~April ii and 17 and memo from Glanzer to Cox dated
May 31, 1973. (Copies of th~se documents are attached.)

Silbert provided the following information:

i. Silbert’s first contact with Dean’s lawyers (Hogan
and Shaffer) occurred early during the week of April 2, 1973.
Silbert does not recall the exact date or day of the week.
(Dean and Shaffer say it was on April.2.) At that time, Silbert

was interested in speaking with Dean for three reasons: first,
because of statements of McCord mentioning Dean- (according to
Silbert, McCord had met with Dash over the preceeding weekend
and McCord’s statements to Dash had been leaked to the~ress);
second, because of Gray’s confirmation hearing testimony .about
having given Dean FBI reports; and, third, because of Gray’s
testimony that Dean had "probably" lied to FBI agents during
their investigation. The meeting with Hogan and Shaffer was
not pre-arranged, however. Silbert thinks that Hogan and
Shaffer first met with Glanzer and were then brought by Glanzer
~o see Silbert. I/ The meeting was brief. Hogan and Shaffer
were introducte~ to Silbert, stated that they ~represented Dean

1_/Silbert already knew Hogan, but did not know Shaffer.
Glanzer knew Shaffer; Silbert is not sure how close Glanzer
and Shaffer were personally, but states that their friendship
went beyond their professional relationship.
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and said that Dean would appear before the grand jury when
called. No decision was made as to further meetings between
the prosecutors and Dean or Dean’s attorneys ....

2. At Shaffer’s request, Glanzer met ~ith Shaffer at
Glanzer’s home on the                       5, 1973.~ The meeting
lasted until the early morning hours of April 6. Shaffer.asked
Glanzer to keep the meeting confidential. Glanzer agreed to do
so, but told Silbert about it the next morning. Silbert does
not recall specifically what Glanzer told him about the meeting,
but says it was basically that Shaffer had told Glanzer about a
conspiracy tO obstruct justice involving Dean, Mitchell and
Magruder. ~/ At the meeting between Glanzer and Shaffer,
arrangements were made for.Shaffer to meet with the prosecutors
on April 6, 1973.

3. During the afternoon of April 6, 1973, Silbert, Glanzer
and Campbell met with Hogan and Shaffer. Silbert does not recall
whether Hogan and Shaffer gave the prosecutors any substantive
facts. Dean’s attorneys offered Dean’s cooperation and a preview
by Dean of his testimony in return for "equitable immunity"
(described by Silbert as an informa!,    commitment from the

prosecutors that Dean would not be prosecuted~’in connection with
anything he told then), no forwarding of Dean’s information to
Titus or to the Justice Department, and al! discussion to be
off-the-record (no taking of notes and no telling others about
the. fact that discussio~were taking place). The prosecutors
did not agree to give Dean equitable immunity, but did agree to
the ~ther conditions specified and further agreed that no infor-
mation received from Dean or lea~s derived therefrom would be
used in the investigation. Silbert agreed to these conditions
without discussing them w~th anyone other than Glanzerand
Campbell. A meeting with Dean and his attorneys was scheduled
for the afternoon of April 8, 1973 at Shaffer’s office in
Rockville.

4. Silbert, Glanzer, and Campbell met with Dean, Shaffer
and Hogan at Shaffer’s office on the afternoon of April 8, 1973.

McCord had testified in the grand jury ~nm~ ~
hearsay statements by Liddy concerning                      t g
in Mitchell’s office in early 1972 which were attended by
Liddy, Dean, Mitchell and Magruder, and at which Liddy
presented his intelligence-gathering planI. Silbert says he
did not believe McCord because McCord’s testimony was based
on hearsay from Liddy, who was not talking, or on hearsay
from Mrs. Hunt, who was dead. After hearing what Shaffer
told Glanzer, Silbert changed his evaluation of McCord.
Silbert’s re-eva~ ation of Mc(     was also prompted by McCor~’s
reference in his                   grand jury testimony to the
Hank Greenspun incident, about which the prosecutors were
~iready aware..
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During the meeting Dean received more than one phone call
from Higby who was returning from C~liforniao.o~Air Force One.
As a result, Dean’s meeting with the prosecuito~s~,was terminated
so that Dean could attend a meeting at the whi~e House. The
prosecutors’ meeting with Dean was resumed on, th~ evening of
April 9, 1973.     ~.

At the meetingl, Shaffer explained why Dean’s information
should not be forwarded to the Justice Department or to Titus.
Shaffer stated that Dean would be talking about Mitchell and
that if Petersen knew what Dean was saying Petersen would
notify Kleindienst who, in turn, would tell Mitchell. Shaffer
further stated that Titus should not be informed because Titus
had ties to the White House. (Silbert says Titus has known
Rose Mary Woods for a long time.) In addition, Shaffer challenged
the prosecutors on their willingness to "go after" Mitchell.

Silbert finds it difficult to distinguish between what
Dean told t~e prosecutors on April 8 .and what he told them
on April 9. Apparently at the April 8 meeting Dean began by
focusing on Mitchell. (On April 8, 1973, Dean said it was
difficult to implicate Mitchell because Mitchell had been like
a father to him.) Dean told the prosecutors about the January 27
and February 4, 1972 meetings in Mitchell’s office.between
Mitchell, Dean, Magruder and Liddy. (Silbert says he had not
heard about these meetings before, although McCord had already
testified in the grand jury to at least one such meeting, albeit
without specifying the exact date). Dean stated that the
first meeting involved a "spectacular" presentation by Liddy,
not fully understood by Dean, involving color charts and code
names. This meeting ended with Mitchell telling Liddy that
Liddy’s presentation wasn’t what they had in mind. 3/    Dean
said Dean arrived late at the second meeting and terminated the
meeting by saying that such matters should not be discussed
with the Attorney General. After the second meeting, Dean told
the prosecutors, Dean .told Liddy Dean didn’t want to have
anything to do with Liddy. Silbert thinks Dean told the
prosecutors that Dean said to Mitchell after the second meeting
that Dean might be a valuable witness for Mitchell some day.
Dean also told the prosecutors of reporting to Haldeman after
the second meeting and of agreeing with Haldeman not to have
anything to do with the Liddy plan.

As to post-June 17, 1972 events, Dean told the prosecutors
the following:

s/ Dean made a brief and vague reference to "Sandwedge" and
Caulfield as having preceeded Liddy’s proposed operation.
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a) Dean met with Liddy on June 19, 1972. During a
walk, Liddy told Dean that the Watergate had bee~Liddy~’s
operation and that Liddy had gone to Burning-Tr~with:
Powell Moore to see Kleindienst to get the pe@soh~ arrested
out of jail. (Silbert says this was the first ti~ the
prosecutors heard about the Burning Tree episode.) Dean did
not mention being .told by Liddy of pressure from Magruder
prior to the June 17th break-in at the DNC.

b) Dean met with Ehrlichman and Colson on June 19, 1972,
at which time Ehrlichman told Dean to instruct Liddy that
Hunt should leave the country. After Dean phoned Liddy,
Dean, Colson and Ehrlichman reconsidered and Dean called Liddy
back to rescind the instruction.

c) Ehrlichman told Dean to "deep six" the briefcase found
in Hunt’s safe.

d) Dean turned over to Gray material from Hunt’s safe.
Dean did not say that Gray had destroyed the material.

e) Dean showed Parkinson and O’Brien FBI 302 reports
which Dean had received from Gray. (Silbert doesn’t recall
that Dean mentioned Mardian in this connection.) Dean did not
say that Kleindienst and Petersen had rejected his requests of
them to provide him with FBI reports.

f) Dean knew that Magruder’s grand!ju~y:testimony was
false.and~ although attempting to minimize his own involvement
in the preparation of Magruder’s false testimony, stated that
he had given Magruder a sample of cross-examination on Magruder’s
story before Magruder’s Adgust 16, 1972 grand jury appearanc~ ....
(Silbert is pretty sure Dean mentioned Mitchell in this connection,
but doesn’t recall whether Dean mentioned LaRue, Parkinson or
O’Brien. Dean did not mention Mardian in connection with
Magruder’s August 16 or September 13 grand jury appearances.)
Dean also told about the meeting in Arthur Becker’s office
before Magruder’s September 13 grand jury appearance, at which
Mitchell, Magruder and Dead developed an explanation for the
incriminating meetings in Magruder’s diary. (Silbert says that
since the explanation given seemed credible at the time, the
prosecutors did not pursue the issue.) [Shaffer told Silbert,
possibly on April 8 or April 9 and certainly before April 13,
that Magruder had a copy of his grand jury testimony and that
several people had seen it. After it was known that the
transcript was around, Shaffer said, Mitchell asked to see it.]

g) Dean spoke about money (this may have been at a later
meeting with the prosecutors on April 15, 1973), mentioning a
$350,000 fund out of which $22,000 was taken. Dean said the
$22,000 was replenished by Stans. At some point, Dean also

I
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said that "they" were dippi/%g into the $350,000 to pay the

t°ofWhichPetersenKalmbachhe would, sandpohaveKleindienstsitiondOneashadthe Pre°nDeanAprilsidentmenti°ned Kalmbachl4 ,sandattorney.)~April 15,, because1973,

them ash) theDean.Berlinmenti°nedWall, becEhrlichmanause heandcouldHaldemannot get’ referringthrough to
them to the President.

Presidentpresidenti) Deanbutand menti°nedthatsaid hethatcouldn,hehiShadMarcht maketried21the’tol9pre"71ay3 meetingsidentit oUt"undeWithforrstandthethe

what was involved.

j) Dean spent a lot of time talking about his recent
relations with Magruder and Mitchell. Dean said Magruder
had been phoning everyone and was nervous because people’s mem6-
r.ie.s:~ were beginning to fail. Dean also told of taping
a phone conversation with Magruder while Dean was at Camp David.
On April 9, 1973, Dean stated that Mitchel! was going to
"stone wall" it. 4/

prosecutorsk) Silbertaboutd°eSexecutiven°t reCclemencyall DeanforeVerthetellingdefendants.the

5. At the meeting between the prosecutors and Dean,
Hogan and Shaffer on April 9, 1973 there was a discussion of
Dean’s status. Dean did hot want to.:take the Fifth Amendment
in open court or before the Senate. The difficulty with
granting Dean equitable immunity from the prosecutors’ point
of view was that Silbert did not think Dean should have immunity
and would have had to clear it with Petersen, which would have
required revealing the discussion with Dean to Petersen. Silbert
suggested, therefore, that Dean take his chances in the grand
jury without immunity or any promises. (Silbert says that,
at this point, Dean’s disclosures were very vague and unspecific.)

thatKleindienst.Dean6" Shafferwas Silbertthinkingph°nedtoldOSilbertf requestingshaffer°n AprilthatequitablYifl0Dean’ 197immunitYdid3 andsorep°rtedSilbertfrom

4/ MitchelDean told1 ontheAprilPr°secut°rsl0" Glanzerthat suggeDean w°Uldsted thatbe meetingDean bewith"wired",

~i becauseSituation.ath°ughSUggetheSti°nof themeetingSilbertWhiChdifficultywithWaSrejectedrejectedMitchellhe anticthebysuggesti~nw~u~di~atedb~thbeDean-."ina~--~exp~aining~rincipa~y"~ne-~n-~ne"and~ ~~Silbert~toceVenof
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would recommend against granting Dean immunity. (It did
not occur to Silbert to question Shaffer about ~e~inconsistency
hmtween Dean’s proposal toi~ask Kleindiens~ii~°r ~mmunity and
Dean’s earlier position that Klelndlenst< shQ~l~ not be t id.
of Dean’s meetings with the prosecutors.)~ ~Silbert again
suggested that Dean testify voluntarilyand with°ut~anY promises
and, in reply to Shaffer’s inquiry, said that it was not the
primary purpose of the p~osecutors to ~ndict Dean.

7. Shaffer called Glanzer at about 10:00 p.m. on
April 12, 1973 and requested an immediate meeting with the
prosecutors. (Shaffer’s desire for an immediate meeting was
apparently precipitated by the fact that Strachan had testified
in the grand jury the day before and, according to Dean, had
revealed having given money to Dean. Silbert recalls that
Strachan testified about delivering $350,000 to LaRue and
that Strachan telephoned later in the day at Haldeman’s
suggestion to say that he had delivered only $328,000 to LaRue.)
Shaffer met with the prosecutors at about 11:00 p.m. on April 12,
1973 and told them that Dean had used some of the money received
from Strachan for his honeymoon. (Silbert thinks Shaffer said
that the money Dean used came either from the $350,000 or from
the $22,000 which was taken out of the $350,000.)

8. On April 14, 1973, Glanzer phoned Shaffer to set up
a meeting with Shaffer at Glanzer’s home. (Silbert says that
by.this time, as a result of meetings between the prosecutors~
Magruder and Magruder’s attorneys, the prosecutors had decided
that Dean should be a defendant. Since Shaffer had been seeking
to have Dean meet again with the prosecutors, Silbert thought
Shaffer should be told that the attitude of the prosecutors toward
Dean had changed.) The meeting between Glanzer and Shaffer.on~ ..
April I~, 1973 took place either in the early morning or the
late afternoon. Glanzer told Shaffer that the prosecutors
thought Dean would have to plead guilty, but that if Dean had
done anything in reliance on the. prosecutors’ earlier represen-
tations that Dean would only be a witness the prosecutors would
not use that against him.

9) Early in the evening of April 14, 1973, Glanzer phoned
Shaffer to say that the prosecutors were going to disclose to
Titus and Petersen the information received from Dean. Later
.that night one of the prosecutors phoned Shaffer again to say
that disclosure would also be made to Kleindienst.

10. Following the meeting between the prosecutors and
Petersen on the night of April 14 and between Silbert, Titus,
Petersen and Kleindienst in the early morning of April 15,
Petersen asked the prosecutors to meet with Dean again to get more
information, specifically with respect to Ehrlichman and Haldeman.
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Silbert and Glanzer met with Dean and Shaffer at Shaffer’s
office during the afternoon of April 15, 1973. ~.Shaffer and
Dean regarded the disclosures.by the prosecutors to Titus,
Petersen and Kleindienst as a breach of t~eir agreement
[contra;    Glanzer May 31, 1973 memo to Cox, p.4], but were.~

willing to disregard the breach.
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Memorandum
TO .’ MEMO FOR THE FILE "

FROM Peter F. Rient
Judy Denny

DEPARTMENT OF J USTICE

DATE:,S~’tember 6, 1973

SUBJECT: Interview of Earl Silbert on August 3~, 1973

On August 31, 1973, Peter F. Rient and Judy Denny of the
Special Prosecutor’s office continued their interview of
Earl Silbert, Principal Assistant U.S. Attorney concerning
contacts between the original Watergate prosecutors and
John Dean and/or Dean’s attorneys. During the interview,
which was conducted in Rient’s office, reference was made
to the following documents from the files of the original
Watergate prosecutors: nine pages of undated handwritten
notes; memos from Silbert to files dated April 24 and 25,
May 8, and June 7, 1973; memo from Silbert to Petersen
dated April 19, 1973; letter from Silbert to Dean dated
May 22, 1973; memo from Glanzer to Cox dated May 31, 1973;
and memo from Glanzer to Silbert dated June 12, 1973 (copies
of these documents are attached).

Silbert provided the following information:

I. Silbert identified the handwritten notes taken
from the Dean witness file as follows: five pages of
notes marked #3 by Rient are Silbert’s notes for the direct
examination of Dean at a hearing on Hunt’s motion to
suppress, which hearing never took place; three pages of
notes marked #2 by Rient consist of Silbert’s notes for
Dean’s 6/12/73 grand jury appearance, ~ which Dean took
the Fifth Amendment (first page) and Silbert’s notes of
a meeting between the prosecutors, Dean and Shaffer on the
evening of 5/3 and early morning of 5/4/73 (second and
third pages) [It should be noted that the second and third
pages.of these notes are marked 1 and 3, respectively,
indicating that there is a missing page marked 2o]; one
page of notes marked by Rient #i are also Silbert’s notes
of information which Silbert thinks was also received
from Dean at the 5/3-5/4/73 meeting. Silbert thinks he
may have taken other notes of meeting with Dean and that
the file should contain such notes. In addition, Silbert
says Glanzer took notes of meetings with Dean after the
note-taking restriction was lifted (on 5/2/73) and that
Glanzer has possession of these notes.
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2. Following the off-the-record meetin4s with Dean,
Silbert did not make memos of the information provided by
Dean so that there would be a record of what Dean had
told the prosecutors off-the-recor~o Silbert attributes
his failure to do so simply to lack of time.

3. Concerning the 4/15/73 meetin.g between Silbert,
Glanzer, Dean and Shaffer, Silbert stated:

a. The purpose of the meeting was to get more precise
information about the involvement of Ehrlichman and Haldeman.
The prosecutors tried to pin Dean down on these subjects
but were unable to do so.

b. Dean told the prosecutors of Ehrlichman’s and
Haldeman’s knowledge of Segretti’s activities, told of
playing a tape of a Dean-Segretti conversation to Ehrlichman
and Haldeman in November, 1972 at Camp David [Note: Glanzer’s
5/31/73 memo to Cox says Dean cla~t%ed to have played the
tape at Key Biscayne], and told of ~iscussing with Ehrlichman
and Haldeman what to do about the S:egretti problem.

c. Silbert thinks Dean mentioned General Waiters
and having h&d contact with Walters and the CIA, but Dean
did not give any details. (This was the first Silbert
heard about Walters.) (See also Glamzer 6/12/73 memo to
Silbert, pg 2-3.)

d. Silbert thinks that at one time Dean mentioned
Kalmbach and meeting with Kalmbach at the Hay-Adams, but
Silbert does not think that Dean mentioned this on 4/15/73
because when Silbert heard Kalmbach’s story on 4/20, it
sounded new to him.

e. Dean’s biggest revelation, the burglary of
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist, came near the end of the meeting.
Dean led up to this disclosure (which Silbert thinks took
Shaffer by surprise) by saying, "You just wouldn’t believe
the criminal atmosphere in the White House." Then, after
disclosing the Ellsberg burglary, Dean said that there
were other things he could tell about national security,
but was cut off by Shaffer.

f. The meeting ended without any agreement about
Dean’s status as either a witness or a defendant.
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4. On the morning of 4/19173, Glanze~:telephoned
Shaffer to confirm that no commitment had been made to
Dean concerning immunity,        call was prompted by an
inquiry from Petersen who, in turn, had been asked about
the matter by the President. (See Silbert memo to Petersen
dated 4/19/73.)

5. On 4/20/73, Shaffer phoned Silbert regarding a
request by Dash to talk informally with Dean. Silbert
took no position on the matter. Silbert told Shaffer that
Gray had denied to Petersen having received documents from
Hunt’s safe from Dean. Shaffer told Silbert that Dean was
willing to take a lie detector test on this point. (See
also Silbert 4/24/73 memo t~ files.)

6. On 4/23/73 Shaffer met with Silbert and Glanzer
at Silbert’s office. Shaffer showed the prosecutors a
list of phone calls between Dean and Petersen, (Silbert
thinks there were about 40 calls~) Shaffer said that he
was prepared to use the list if Petersen turned
Dean’s request for immunity. [Note: On 4/8 or 4/9/73,
Dean said that he had received information concerning the
investigation from Peter sen . ] Ther~e was also a discussion
of a plea of guilty by Dean to a misdemeanor or a charge
of mispris6n of felon~, but the. prose, cutors did not offer
Dean such a plea. (See also S~ibert s 4/25/73 memo to
files .)

7. On the evening of 4/29/73, Sihaffer phoned Glanzer
at home concerning Dean’s appearance before the Vesco
grand jury the next day. .Shaffer h:ad previously told the
prosecutors that he was uncertain ~hat he would have Dean
do if Dean were called before the %g~:esco grand jury. After
Dean’s appearance before the Vesco. ~.grand jury and before
5/2/73, Dean called Silbert at home. Silbert does not
recall what Dean said, but was unhm.gpy because Dean seemed
to be trying to establish a person~l re;ationship with
Silbert. (Dean’s call to Silbert is not reflected in any
document in our files.)

8. On the night of 5/2 and ear]ly morning of 5/3/73,
Silbert, Glanzer and Campbell met v~ith Dean and Shaffer
at Shaffer’s office. The ,,off-the, record" restriction
was waived and Glanzer took notes... (According to Silbert,
Glanzer’s notes are in Glanzer’s possession.) The period
before midnight was taken up with ~rocedural discussions
among the prosecutors and between ~che prosecutors, Dean
and Shaffer as to whether the pros~.cutors should hear
what Dean had to say about the Pre:~ident’s involvement-
The prosecutors decided that they ~hould listen to Dean
on this subject, but never got aromnd to doing so on the
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the morning of 5/3 and, therefore, arranged another meeting
for the evening of 5/3. Silbert recalls~-that ~Dean played
a cape of a Colson-Hunt conversati°n~f°~ ~he prosecutors
and told the prosecutors that he had pl~yed~ the tape for
Ehrlichman and Haldeman at Camp David. (Silbert mentioned
this~ at our 8/30/73 meeting.) O~herwise, Silbert has no
independent recollection of what Dean told the prosecutors
on the morning of 5/3. (See Silbert’s 5/8/73 memo to files.)

9. On the evening of 5/3, Silbert, Glanzer and Campbell
met again with Dean and Shaffer at Shaffer’s office, at
which time Silbert took notes. Dean told the prosecutors
about Presidential involvement in three areas; Watergate;
the Ellsberg burglary; and nationa! security wiretaps.

a. With respect to Watergate, Dean told of meeting

with the President and Haldeman after the indictment was
returned on 9/15/72 and before October, 1972, at which time
the President said Haldeman had been keeping him advised
that Dean had been doing a good job. Dean also said that
during the Gray hearings, Dean had told the President of
Hunt’s threat through Bittman to O’Brien and that the
President had said i~ would be easy to raise a million
dollars; and that in April of 1973 the President said he
had been joking. Dean further mentioned his 3/21/73 meeting
with the President in which ~e told the President of the
cover-up. Dean said he had another meeting with the
President on 3/22/73, at which time the attitude of covering-
up continued. Dean said that he had not met with the
President from 6/17/72 to 8/29/.72 and that he had not made
a report to the President in August of 1972. (Silbert thinks
this also came out at the prosecutorS~ meeting with Dean on
4/8 or 4/9/73.) Silbert does not recall Dean talking about
clemency for the defendants.

b. Withrespect to the Ellsberg burglary, Dean
said he learned from Krogh during the Gray hearings that
Krogh’s instructions had come from the Oval office.

c. With respect to national security wiretaps,
Dean told the prosecutors that there were numerous national
security wiretaps in 1969 and 1970; that Mardian had gone
to see the President in Californi~ wi~h wiretap logs; and
that the President knew that these logs were subsequently
destroyed~
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°i0. On 5/3/73, afte~ the meeting at Shaffer’s office,
Silbert phoned Shaffer and told Shaffero~that ’~ean would
have to testify fully in the grand j%r~iOn Saturday,
5/5/73, without any promises ~nd would ~ave .to tak~ his
chances. Shaffer agreed to this. [See ~iso Silbert’s
5/8/73 memo to files; but see Glanzer’s 5/31/73 memo to
Cox, p. 8 ("He said he would let us know.")~

ii. On the evening of 5/4/73, Silbert and Glanzer met
with Dean and Shaffer at Silbert’s office. Shaffer and
Dean stated that they had changed their minds about Dean
appearing before the grand jury the next day on the basis
previously discussed with Silbert. Glanzer suggested that
Dean testify on the understanding that his testimony would
not be used against him. Silbert opposed this and the
question of how Dean could appear before the grand jury
without jeopardizing his position was left unresolved.

12. On May 12, 1973, between 9:30 and 10:10 p.m.,
Glanzer spoke with Shaffer and Dean separately by telephone.
Silbert does not recall what was said in these conversations.
(See Glanzer 5/31/73 memo to Cox, p. 9~ for Glanzer’s
version of conversation with Dean.)

13. On 6/6/73 Silbert phgned Shaffer to say that the
prosecutors wanted Dean to appear before the grand jury.
(Silbert had written to Dean on 5/22/73 rejecting Dean’s
request for immunity.) Shaffer, claiming that "Phase
One" (exploratory ~iscussions ~to determine whether Dean
should be given immunity) was still in effect, began
relating additional information that Dean could provide.
Thinking that Shaffer was "pulling a fast one" and
trying to lay the basis for a claim of equitable use
immunity, Silbert tried unsuccessfully to cut Shaffer off.
(The information provided by Shaffer is listed in Silbert’s
6/7/73 memo to files. Items 1-6 were already known to
the prosecutors. Silbert thinks they also knew about
Item 7, Hunt’s call to~ Colson regarding Hunt’s safe, but
that they had not been able to corroborate it with O’Brien,
the source of the information according to Dean. The
prosecutors did not know about items 8-10, none of which
implicated Dean.)

14. Concerning the question of ~ghether the case against
Dean is tainted by information which Dean gave the prosecu-
tors or by leads from such information, Silbert made the
following points:

a. The case against Dean is not tainted by
information given by Dean to the prosecutors or by

"evidence resulting from leads from such information;
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b. The prosecutors did not ~oli~-up leads from
Dean: "We always played the game that we~ad to come
across the source independently." Thus,~ the prosecutors
delayed Dean’s grand jury appearance as long as possible
in order to get as much information from other sources
as they could.

c. Dean did not lead the prosecutors to Magruder;
Magruder, through his attorneys, contacted the prosecutors
rather than vice versa. [Similarly, the prosecutors were
led to Powell Moore, not by Dean, but by Reisner who was
mentioned by McCord. (See Glanzer’s 5/31/73 memo to
Cox, p. 2.).]

d. Dean never told the prosecutors of an attempt
to get the CIA to cover up the Mexican checks or the
attempt to get the CIA to pay bail for the defendants.

e. Silbert does not remember Dean talking of
Mitchell’s request (approved by Haideman and Ehrlichman)
that Kalmbach raise money for the defendants. (Silbert
says that~the 2nd or 3rd of Mmy the prosecutors had heard
of the involvement of Ulasewlcz, LaRUe and Kalmbach in
the payments to the defendants.)

15. Miscellaneous matters:

a. Silber~ does not recall any factual inconsisten-
cies between what Dean told the prosecutors and Dean’s "
Senate Select Committee testimonyr but states that there
were omissions in Dean’s statements to the prosecutors,
principally Dean’s failure to disclose the details of his
dealings with General Waiters and the CIA and Dean’s
failure to disclose the offer of ~ecutive clemency to
McCord. (Silbert does not think ~an ever told the
prosecutors about clemency for the defendants.)

b. Dean’s disclosures were initially’limited to
implicating Magruder and Mitchell. Thereafter Dean
implicated Haldeman and Ehr!ic~, and, after that, the
President.

c. Silbert does not recall ever telling Dean, in
an effort to induce Dean to plead ~uilty, about evidence
against Dean which the prosecutors obtained from other
sources.
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d. Silbert considered the infor, mationx~received
from Shaffer on 4/5/73 aS i~�~uded in Silbert’sby Glanzer

4/6/73 agreement not to use against Dean any information
provided by Dean or leads from such information.

e. Silbert will examine the private records he kept
during the W~tergate investigation to see whether they
refresh his recollection concerning contacts between the
prosecutors and Dean and/or Dean’s attorneys.
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO    : Larry lason

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

October 2 1974

FROM : Jim Neal

SUBJECT: John Dean’s Contacts and Information Imparted
to the Original Prosecutors

Larry, I need for you to prepare today while we are
picking the jury, a summary day-by-day of the information
imparted by Dean to Silbert, Glanzer, et al. It should
start with April 18 through May 25, 1973. I don’t need
extensive information, just the development. We need to
show, if it’s a fact, that Dean was giving the prosecutors
information in a chronological manner, rather than as an
"escalation" to higher-ups in order to get immunity as
implied in the memorandum from Silbert to Cox dated May 31,
1973. In other words, Dean states that he did start with
pre-break-in period for two reasons: ~First, because it
appeared to be the focal point of the investigation at that
time; and second, because in early April he admittedly hoped
to avoid an investigation into the cover-up, not only for
himself but for others. He states, however, that as the
meetings progressed and as they continued to probe, it be-
came impossible to explain what happened pre-June 17 with-
out explaining the matters that happened thereafter, and that
his revelations proceeded on a chronological basis.

Dean states, further, that he advised Shaffer in his
early meetings with him that he wanted to tell the story
of Watergate. It was Shaffer’s idea that Shaffer seek
immunity for Dean. Dean agreed that that would be fine but
he continued on the course of commitment to tell the story
with immunity if he could get it, or without immunity if he
could not.

Larry, we need to be prepared either on direct of Dean
or re-direct or~in rebuttal to support this story and I need
you to analyze the original prosecutors’ notes, Silbert’s
diary, and the above-mentioned memorandum for the factual
support therein. (The Silbert to Cox memorandum of May 31
is in my cabinet in the notebook labeled "Silbert Pros.
Memos..)
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO    : James F. Neal

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

~!- DA~E!~ - 0Ct 8, 1974

FROM~Larry lason

SUBJECT: What Dean told the Prosec~t.ors~~l.y and
through Shaffer). Y0~= a~a~

April 2~ 19.73 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

First meeting between Dean’s attorneys, Shaffer and
Hogan, and the prosecutors, first Glanzer, then joined by
Silbert. Discussion limited to establishing a procedure
for cooperation. Shaffer said they should be investigat£ng
beyond the break-in into subsequent areas that relate
to your trial.

April 5~ 1973

Shaffer called Glanzer, then went to Glanzer’s
home. Shaffer said Dean could "deliver Mitchell" but that
discussions had to be off the record so that Mitchell
would not find out through Kleindienst. Shaffer said he
hoped to get immunity for Dean because of his value as a
witness. There was some discussion about a plea. Shaffer
also said Dean could "deliver Magruder".

April 6~ 1973 3:00 p.m.

Shaffer and Hogan met with Silbert, Glanzer and
Campbell. Silbert rejected Shaffer’s suggestion that
Dean be granted immunity. Shaffer talked about Dean’s
knowledge of Mitchell and Magruder. Nothing was said
about Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Colson or Nixon

April 8, 1973 2:00 p.m.

Dea~ accompanied by Shaffer and Hogan, first met with
Silbert, Glanzer and Campbell at Shaffer’s Rockville office.
The meeting was cut short when Dean was called to the White
House. Dean hedged because of the attorney-client privilege
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and because he had not yet told the President everything.
Dean was afraid he could not get through Haldema~.t° s~e
the President.                                       ~ ~ 5

Dean told the prosecutors about:

I. The January and February meetings in the Attorney
General’s office.

2. The million dollar budget and the plan for
electronic surveillance discussedat thesemeetings. Also
Liddy’s charts.

3. Learning about the Burning Tree incident from
Kleindienst.

4. Dean’s meeting with Liddy on June 19th.

5. Cross examining Magruder for his grand jury
appearance and suggesting weaknesses in Magruder’s testimony.

6. Meeting with Mitchell and Magruder before
Magruder’s third grand jury appearance, including the
discussion about altering Magruder’s diary and the agreement
that they would say the meetings in Mitchell’s office concerned
election laws.

7. When money for Hunt’s requests was needed,
Mitchell said "activate Kalmbach."

8. Dean mentioned the $350,000 fund.

April 9, 1973

i. Dean told the prosecutors about the events leading
up to the hiring of Liddy as CRP’s counsel, including Dean’s
introduction of Liddy to Mitchell on November 24, 1971.

2. O’Brien passed along Hunt’s requests for money.

3. Dean met Kalmbach outside the Hay Adams on
Mitchell’s instructions.

payments.
Parkinson, O’Brien and LaRue arranged for money
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5. The details of the January 27th and February 4th

meetings .....

6. Dean reported to Ha!deman
Haldeman said the Whi~e House should not be

7. Dean told Mitchell he would be a good wryness for
Mitchell because he would testify that Mitchell did not

expressly approve Liddy’s plans.
8. Dean wanted his name erasedfrom Magruder s diary,

but that Magruder said it would be detectedby the FBI.

9. Dean met with Ehrlichman after talking with Liddy

on June 19th. Ehrlichman told Dean to clean out Hunt’s
safe and "deep 6" the contents. Dean and Ehrlichman later
agreed that the politically damagingmater,,~ia, l~inH~t’s
safe should not be destroyed but should be turned over to
Gray.

I0. Ehrlichman had ordered Hunt to leave the country.

Ii. Dean had told Haldeman that 0’Brien had passed
along a request from Hunt for money and that Haldeman said
Dean should see Mitchell.

12. Parkinson and LaRue had come to Dean’s office
with a piece of paper containing Hunt’s requests for money.

13. After McCord complained about the proposed CIA
defense, Ehrlichman told Dean to stroke McCord.

14. Bittman visited Colson and discussed clemency.

15. Ehrlichman and Haldeman said Colson should stroke
Bittman but make no promises.

16. The La Costa meetings.

17. Mitchell was going to stonewall it.

18. Howard and Strachan had given Dean $15,900 to
hold in his safe. (On April 12th Shaffer told Glanzer
and Silbert that Dean had taken $4000 of this money for
his honeymoon and had put a check in the safe.



April I0, 1973                                            ,~ .~ .......

Shaffer called Silbert ~d said Dean was ~=.~nsidering
requesting equitable immunity directly from
Silbert rejected immunity for Dean.

April 12, 1973" II:00 p.m~

Shaffer told Silbert and Glanzer that Haldeman and
Higby had coached Strachan before Strachan’s grand jury
appearance. Shaffer also told them that Dean had "nibbled"
on the money he had received from Strachan and Howard.

April 15, 1973                           ~ii      i ........... .....

Dean and Shaffer met with Silb~rt and Glanzer. Shaffer
and Dean agreed that Silbert had acted properly in telling
Petersen what Dean had told the prosecutors. Shaffer and
Dean "reiterated their consistently expressed desire to
have the President’s eyes opened to this !p~redi~cament because
of his supposed ignorance of the facts. Up to this point
Dean’s position was discussed interms of Eihrlichman and"" nt " (SilbertHaldeman keeping the truth from the ~resl~e,,~ ....
memo to Cox 5/31/73)

Dean discussed:

I. The story concocted by Dean, Mitchell, Magruder,
LaRue and possibly Mardian and Parkinson to explain the
money that was given to Liddy.

2. Magruder told this st~ory in his grand jury testi-
mony. When Dean learned from pete~rsen that Silbert and the
grand jury suspected that Magruder was lying, Dean told Mitchell.

3. Dean said something about a memo from Cushman with
Dean’s name on it and that Ehrlic~an was responsible.

4. Dean possibly mentioned Walters.

.5. .Glanzer.thinks Dean discussed receiving

* After the prosecutors had heard Magruder, they began to
understand more of what Dean had told them. Realizing
that they could use Magruder as a witness against Mitchell,
their emphasis with Dean turned to Haldeman and Ehrlichman.
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302’s from Gray "to keep abreast of the news leaks."

6. Dean told the prosecutors that when ~e~met Mitchell
on April 10th, Mitchell said he was going to ~s~onewall it.
Dean told the prosecutors he had a memo of this meeting with
Mitchell.

7. Dean mentioned that McPhee romanced Judge Richey
in the rose garden.

8. Dean disclosed that Hunt and Liddy had broken into
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office.

9. Dean mentioned the $200,000 Vesco contribution,
including the invol~ement of Don Nixon. Dean also referred
to ITT.

April 20~ 197~.

Shaffer telephoned and advised Silbert that Sam Dash
had called him and wanted to speak with Dean on an informal
basis. Shaffer asked Silbert what the position of the pro-
secution was and Silbert replied that the prosecutors took no
position.

By this time, Dean had told the prosecutors about the
delivery to Pat Gray of 2 files from Hunt’s safe and
Pat Gray’s subsequent destruction of those files. When
Silbert told Shaffer that Gray denied the incident when
Henry Petersen confronted him with the facts, Shaffer told
Silbert that Dean would take a lie detector test on this
point and on any other matters we selected. Following this,
Shaffer explained that Dean’s press release which said he
would not be a "scapegoat" was designed to let Haldeman and
Ehrlichman know that Dean was not going to go down alone.

Shaffer said that Ehrlichman had inserted in the
President’s public statement the recon~endation against
giving any White House aides in~nunity in order to frustrate
Dean’s efforts along those lines with the prosecutors.

Shaffer also said that Dean’s recollection had been
stimulated by news reports and research and that he had
more details to give the prosecutors.
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April 23~ 1973                                            ". -

On Monday evening, April, 1973, .....
to Sllbert s offlce and discussed hms cllent s st~=us .....
with Glanzer and Silbert, He inquired about whethe= the
prosecutors intended to subpoena Dean to appear before the
Grand Jury. The prosecutors said they had not decided.
Shaffer said he might move to quash the subpoena and while
that was being litigated Dean might testify before the
Senate Committee. He said he had spoken to D~sh and the
Committee could convene on short notice for Dean.

Shaffer displayed awriting which he,said,~,~,wasli,a~
tabulation of telephone calls to Dean from Henry Petersen.
He said if Petersen turned down Dean’s appeal for immunity
Petersen’s impartiality wouldbequestioned. Followi~g
this Shaffer raised the question~ of whether Dean could
plead guilty to a misdemeanor. .... He mentionedmisp~rision of
felony and we said that was a three year felony. He said
that would not do.

April 29, 1973

Shaffer, in New York with Dean for Dean’s SDNY
Grand Jury appearance, called Glanzer ,to say Colson
had information about Haldeman and Ehrlichman,

May 2, .1.97.3

Dean and Shaffer said the prosecutors may now take
notes. After a discussion of the privilege problems with
listening to Dean talk about presidential involvement, the
prosecutors decided to listen to whatever Dean had to say.

Dean played a copy of the Hunt-Colson dictabelt and
told the prosecutors he had played the tape for Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at Camp David and for Mitchell in NewYork
on November 15, 1972.

Dean also told the prosecutors:

i. After the February 4th meeting, Dean talked to
Haldeman who thenrelayed the information to Ehrlichman.
Dean said Haldeman did not want the White House to be
involved.
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2. Before June 17th Gemstone summaries went to

Strachan. ~ ~

3. After June 17th Strachan told Dean tHat~Haldeman
had instructed Strachan to pull all intelligence material.
All "proceeds" from Watergate wiretaps were destroyed.
Haldeman’s files included memos of meetings of Haldeman,
Strachan and Kalmbach about financing.

4. On July 8, 1972 Dean met with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at San Clemente to discuss Watergate.

5. On September 2, 1972 Dean met with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at the Newporter Inn and told them everything
he had learned about Watergate.

6. At Camp David on November 15 Dean told Haldeman
they needed part of the $350,000 fund. The money was later
released. Howard and Strachan turned over the balance of
$22,000 to Dean.

7. After the break-in Mitchell, Mardian, LaRue and
Dean discussed raising money for the defendants. Mitchell
told Dean to get Ehrlichman’s approval to use Kalmbach.
Dean told Haldeman and Ehrlichmanthat Mitchell said the
White House should be interested in’helping these guys.
Dean met Kalmbach at the Mayflower and told him that Mitchell,
Haldeman and Ehrlichman all thought the defendants needed
to be paid. Dean said LaRue would give Kalmbach the details.
Stans turned over $80,000 to LaRue about this time.

8. MacGregor wanted a briefing, but Ehrlichman told
Dean not to do it.

9. Dean reported to Haldeman and Ehrlichman about
Magruder’s well-being.

i0. Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean and Moore met at
La Costa on February 10th and llth to discuss keeping the
Senate from uncovering the facts. The question raised was
whether the seven defendants would remain silent. Moore was
sent to New York to get Mitchell to raise money to replace
the White House $350,000 fund.
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Ii. On March 12, 1973 0’Brien told Dean that O[Brien
had met Hunt and that Shapiro had had a similar~-eti~
with Hunt. Hunt threatened to disclose all ~he~’~eamyn

things he had done for the White House if he did not receive
$72,000 for legal fees and $50,000:for living expenses.

12. At a meeting (March 22nd) of Haldeman, Ehrlichman,
Mitchell and Dean, Ehrlichman asked Mitchell about Hunt’s
money problem. Mitchell said he didn’t think it was a
problem anymore.

13. Dean,also told the prosecutors about Sandwedge
and about Colson s proposed firebombing of the Brookin~s.
He told them he taped an intervlew with Segretti and played
it for Haldeman and Ehrlichman in Key Biscayne.

May 3~ 1973

i. After the indictment, the President told Dean
that Haldeman had kept the President informed of the good
job Dean was doing.

2. In March 1973 (the 21st) Dean told the President

about the threat Hunt made to O’Brien. Dean and the
President discussed raising $I million. Dean.told the
President all about Watergate.

3. Dean had not reported to the President when the
President announced on August 29, 1972 that he had received
a report from Dean.

A possible explanation for the prosecutors’ conten-
tion that Dean escalated his testimony, particularly regarding
the roles of Ehrlichman, Haldeman and the President, is that
Dean did make important additions to his testimony as time
went on. These additions fall into two categories,
(I) filling in details in the Watergate information Dean
already had given the prosecutors, such as specific meetings,
who attended, what was said; (2) telling the. prosecutors for
the first time about other White House horrors, such as
the Fielding break-in (April 15th); that Krogh said his
instructions camefrom the Oval Office (May 3); the Brookings
firebombing (May 2nd); the national security wiretaps in
1969 (May 3rd). Dean did not tell the prosecutors about
the President’s involvement until May 2nd because of the
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concern about privilege problems. As a result of the signi-
ficance of what the prosecutors learned in the early days
of May about the President’s involyement and~-abgutth~°White
House horrors, the prosecutors might have had t~@~impression
that Dean had been holding back. This impression might have
been aggravated because of the frustrations encountered by
the prosecutors during the month of April when they felt
that the case was being taken away from them by the Ervin
Committee and by the impending appointment of a special
prosecutor. This frustration was exacerbated by Shaffer’s
attempts to get immunity for Dean by playing Dash and the
prosecutors off against each other. Whatever the impres-
sion of the prosecutors or the basis for their belief that
Dean had been holding back, the fact is that Dean had laid
out his testimony about the break-in and the cover-up,
including the involvement of Mitchell, Haldeman and
Ehrlichman, when he first met with the prosecutors on
April 8th and 9th.
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO James F. Neal Oct. 8, 1974

FROM : Larry lason

March 30, 1973 Shaffer first met Dean and Hogan; from
2 p.m. until 7 p.m. when Shaffer had to leave
for a meeting. Shaffer next met with Dean
on April 2, 1973. Dean told Shaffer most or
maybe all of the following facts on March 30th.
If he omitted any at that time and told Shaffer
about them for the first time on April 2nd, it
was only because Shaffer had to leave by 7
on the 30th.

I. January and February meetings in AG’s office

2. Dean reported to Haldeman about these meetings

3. Dean meeting with L±ddy June 19th

4. Dean reported to Ehrlichman on June 19th
about his meeting with Liddy

5. Ehrlichman told Dean to "Deep 6" the contents
of Hunt’s White House safe

Ehrlichman told Dean to have Hunt get out of
the country

7. "Shaping" Magruder for his grand jury appearance

8. Conversation with Mitchell and Magruder about the
entries in Magruder’s diary

9. Money payments to the defendants, including
Haldeman and Ehrlichman’s roles

I0. La Costa
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Although Dean was willing to talk about~i!£he President,

Shaffer would not let him because of Shaffe~’~s~i~ncern about
executive privilege and attorney-client privilege. Shaffer
also would not let Dean talk about national security matters.

April 2, 1973 Second meeting of Dean and Shaffer. Continued
discussing the facts noted above.

April 5, 1973 Dean, Shaffer and Hogan met from 6 - 10:30 p.m.
Shaffer met with Glanzer from midnight until 2 a.m.

April 6, 1973 Shaffer met with Silbert and Glanzer, 4-6

April 8, 1973 In greeting Dean, Silbert said "I haven’t
seen you since we talked about the Hermes
notebook." Dean probably replied that maybe
they should talk about that sometime, but
Silbert never asked and Dean forgot about it.

April 9, 1973 Shaffer met with Silbert and Glanzer from 6-10

April 12, 1973 Dean told Shaffer about the money he had
taken from the safe. Shaffer told Glanzer.

April 20, 1973 Dean told Shaffer what the President had
said about raising $I million

April 21, 1973 Dean talked with Fielding about possibility
he might get immunity

May 3, 1973 Dean and Shaffer first talked about the President
with the prosecutors

May 13, 1973 Shaffer, Dean, McKeever and McCandless met

with Dash and his staff. President not discussed
because of fear of leaks.

May 14, 1973 Shaffer told Judge Sirica about the documents
Dean had put in a safety deposit box.
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Memorandum

Reproduced at the National Archives

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : Staff Z, AT~.: August 23, 1973

FROM : James Neal

SUBj£CT: August 22, 1973 meeting

(1) Frampton - Prepare a report to Judge Sirlca on
Dimples-Price meeting. Prepare for Ben-Venlste’s or Cox’s
signature.

(2) List and describe Exhibits in the trial - U.S.
vs. Liddy (~rlgt of original Watergate seven) Ken Geller
to contact Silbert and Glanzer. Locate original exhibits.

(3) Haber~eld and lason to work with Ben-Veniste,
(check with Ruth to make sure that this area is not being
already covered) and make a llst of exhibits (description
of same) and testimony submitted to Senate Select.

(4) Keep to schedule for area Prosecutlve memos.
Goldman should prepare a draft for Neal’s area as well..as
his own.

(5) Ben-Venlste to assi~nb~o- someomthe preparation

of prospective indictments ~6rF~zAI     ~(~and ~ FOIA(b), <C) I"
(Rlent)

(6) Ben-Veniste to assign exhaustive debriefing of
Silbert, Glanzer, and Campbell with regard to Dean’s
contacts. That is, Ben-Veniste should assign the task of
going over Dean’s submission and making sure we can prosecute
a case against Dean for obstruction of Justice and/~
conspiracy to obstruct Justice from sources independent not
only of Dean’s Senate testimony but also independ~ut of any
information he gave to Silbert, et al. I point out to you
that you are going to get increasing pressure to submit
Dean’s case to another Grand Jury and the place to start is
with exhaustive interviews and memorandum by the original
prosecutors
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(7) Ben-Veniste must make a determination if there isany further information to be given the Grand Jury for the
purposes of returning indictments i.e. the reading of testimony
to the Grand Jury in any areas not already covered. Determination
of what needs to be presented to the Grand Jury, if anything,
in conjunction with the work on the prosecutor,s memorandum.

(8) Frampton - please get Campbel! to go over miscellaneous
documents.

(9) Frampton and Goldman - make sure that we are gettingsummaries in our witness folders of the witness testimony in
depositions and before various congressional committees. If
we can’t get support troops, we better determine what witnesses
have testified in depositions and before congressional committees
and assign the problem of summarizing some of these witnesses
amon~ ourselves.

(10) Volner is going to Miami to interview Pico, DeDiego
and Suarez with Ackerman.
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Memorandum
TO " MEMO FOR THE FILE DATE: September 6, 1973

FROM :

SUBJECT:

Peter F. Rient
Judy Denny

Interview of Earl Silbert on August 31, 1973

On August 31, 1973, Peter F. Rient and Judy Denny of the
Special Prosecutor’s office continued their interview of
Earl Silbert, Principal Assistant U.S. Attorney concerning
contacts between the original Watergate prosecutors and
John Dean and/or Dean’s attorneys. During the interview,
which was conducted in Rient’s office, reference was made
to the following documents from the files of the original
Watergate prosecutors: nine pages of undated handwritten
notes; memos from Silbert to files dated April 24 and 25,
May 8, and June 7, 1973; memo from Silbert to Petersen
dated April 19, 1973; letter from Silbert to Dean dated
May 22, 1973; memo from Glanzer to Cox dated May 31, 1973;
and memo from Glanzer to Silbert dated June 12, 1973 (copies
of these documents are attached).

Silbert provided the following information:

i. Silbert identified the handwritten notes taken
from the Dean witness file as follows: five pages of
notes marked #3 by Rient are Silbert’s notes for the direct
examination of Dean at a hearing on Hunt’s motion to
suppress, which hearing never took place; three pages of
notes marked #2 by Rient consist of Silbert’s notes for
Dean’s 6/12/73 grand jury appearance, of which Dean took
the Fifth Amendment (first page) and Silbert’s notes of
a meeting between the prosecutors, Dean and Shaffer on the
evening of 5/3 and early morning of 5/4/73 (second and
third pages) [It should be noted that the second and third
pages of these notes are marked 1 and 3, respectively,
indicating that there is a missing page marked 2.]; one
page of notes marked by Rient #i are also Silbert’s notes
of information which Silbert thinks was also received
from Dean at the 5/3-5/4/73 meeting. Silbert thinks he
may have taken other notes of meeting with Dean and that
the file should contain such notes. In addition, Silbert
says Glanzer took notes of meetings with Dean after the
note-taking restriction was lifted (on 5/2/73) and that
Glanzer has possession of these notes.
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2. Following the off-the-record meetings with Dean,
Silbert did not make memos of the information provided by
Dean so that there would be a record of what Dean had
told the prosecutors off-the-record. Silbert attributes
his failure to do so simply to lack of time.

3. Concerning the 4/15/73 meeting between Silbert,
Glanzer, Dean and Shaffer, Silbert stated:

a. Hhe purpose of the meeting was to get more precise
information about the involvement of Ehrlichman and Haldeman.
The prosecutors tried to pin Dean down on these subjects
but were unable to do so.

b. Dean told the prosecutors of Ehrlichman’s and
Haldeman’s knowledge of Segretti’s activities, told of
playing a tape of a Dean-Segretti conversation to Ehrlichman
and Haldeman in November, 1972 at Camp David [Note: Glanzer’s
5/31/73 memo to Cox says Dean claimed to have played the
tape at Key Biscayne], and told of discussing with Ehrlichman
and Haldeman what to do about the Segretti problem.

c. Silbert thinks Dean mentioned General Walters
and having had contact with Walters and the CIA, but Dean
did not give any details. (This was the first Silbert
heard about Walters.) (See also Glanzer 6/12/73 memo to
Silbert, pg 2-3.)

d. Silbert thinks that at one time Dean mentioned
Kalmbach and meeting with Kalmbach at the Hay-Adams, but
Silbert does not think that Dean mentioned this on 4/15/73
because when Silbert heard Kalmbach’s story on 4/20, it
sounded new to him.

e. Dean’s biggest revelation, the burglary of
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist, came near the end of the meeting.
Dean led up to this disclosure (which Silbert thinks took
Shaffer by surprise) by saying, "You just wouldn’t believe
the criminal atmosphere in the.White House." Then, after
disclosing the Ellsberg burglary, Dean said that there
were other things he could tell about national security,
but was cut off by Shaffer.

f. The meeting ended without any agreement about
Dean’s status as either a witness or a defendant.
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4. On the morning of 4/19/73, Glanzer telephoned
Shaffer to confirm that no commitment had been made to
Dean concerning immunity. This call was prompted by an
inquiry from Petersen who, in turn, had been asked about
the matter by the President. (See Silbert memo to Petersen
dated 4/19/73.)

5. On 4/20/73, Shaffer phoned Silbert regarding a
request by Dash to talk~ informally with Dean. Silbert
took no position on the matter. Silbert told shaffer that
Gray had denied to Petersen having received documents from
Hunt’s safe from Dean. Shaffer told Silbert that Dean was
willing to take a lie detector test on this point. (See
also Silbert 4/24/73 memo t~ files.)

6. On 4/23/73 Shaffer met with Silbert and Glanzer
at Silbert’s office. Shaffer showed the prosecutors a
list of phone calls between Dean and Petersen, (Silbert
thinks there were about 40 calls~) Shaffer said that he
was prepared to use the list if Petersen turned down
Dean’s request for immunity. [Note: On 4/8 or 4/9/73,
Dean said that he had received information concerning the
investigation from Petersen.] There was also a discussion
of a plea of guilty by Dean to a misdemeanor or a charge
of mispris6n of felong, but the prosecutors did not offer
Dean such a plea. (See also Silbert’s 4/25/73 memo to
files.)

7. On the evening of 4/29/73, Shaffer phoned Glanzer
at home concerning Dean~s appearance before the Vesco
grand jury the next day. Shaffer had previously told the
prosecutors that he was uncertain what he would have Dean
do if Dean were called before the Vesco grand jury. After
Dean’s appearance before the Vesco grand jury and before
5/2/73, Dean called Silbert at home. Silbert does not
recall what Dean said, but was unhappy because Dean seemed
to be trying to establish a personal relationship with
Silbert. (Dean’s call to Silbert is not reflected in any
document in our files.)

8. On the night of 5/2 and early morning of 5/3/73,
Silbert, Glanzer and Campbell met with Dean and Shaffer
at Shaffer’s office. The ,,off-the-record" restriction
was waived and Glanzer took notes. (According to Silbert,
Glanzer’s notes are in Glanzer’s possession.) The period
before midnight was taken up with procedural discussions
among the prosecutors and between the prosecutors, Dean
and Shaffer as to whether the prosecutors should hear
wha~ Dean had to say about the President’s involvement.
The prosecutors decided that they should listen to Dean
on this subject, but never got around to doing so on the
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the morning of 5/3 and, therefore, arranged another meeting
for the evening of 5/3. Silbert recalls that Dean played
a tape of a Colson-Hunt conversation for the prosecutors
and told the prosecutors that he had played the tape for
Ehrlichman and Hal~eman at Camp David. (Silbert mentioned
thist at our 8/30/73 meeting.) Otherwise, Silbert has no
independent recollection of what Dean told the prosecutors
on the morning of 5/3. (See Silbert’s 5/8/73 memo to files.)

9. On the evening of 5/3, Silbert, Glanzer and Campbell
met again with Dean and Shaffer at Shaffer’s office, at
which time Silbert took notes. Dean told the prosecutors
about Presidential involvement in three areas; Watergate;
the Ellsberg burglary; and national security wiretaps.

a. With respect to Watergate, Dean told of meeting
with the President and Haldeman after the indictment was
returned on 9/15/72 and before October, 1972, at which time
the President said Haldeman had been keeping him advised
that Dean had been doing a good job. Dean also said that
during the Gray hearings, Dean had told the President of
Hunt’s threat through Bittman to O’Brien and that the
President had said i~ would be easy to raise a million
dol~ars; and that in April of 1973 the President said he
had been joking. Dean further mentioned his 3/21/73 meeting
with the President in which he told the President of the
cover-up. Dean said he had another meeting with the
President on 3/22/73, at which time the attitude of covering-
up continued. Dean said that he had not met with the
President from 6/17/72 to 8/29/72 and that he had not made
a report to the President in August of 1972. (Silbert thinks
this also came out at the prosecutor~’J meeting with Dean on
4/8 or 4/9/73.) Silbert does not recall Dean talking about
clemency for the defendants.

b. With respect to the Ellsberg burglary, Dean
said he learned from Krogh during the Gray hearings that
Krogh’s instructions had come from the Oval Office.

c. With respect to national security wiretaps,
Dean told the prosecutors that there were numerous national
security wiretaps in 1969 and 1970; that Mardian had gone
to see the President in California with wiretap logs; and
that the President knew that these logs were subsequently
destroyed.
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i0. On 5/3/73, after the meeting at Shaffer’s office,
Silbert phoned Shaffer and told Shaffer that Dean would
have to testify fully in the grand jury on Saturday,
5/5/73, without any promises and would have to take his
chances. Shaffer agreed to this. [See also Silbert’s
5/8/73 memo to files; but see Glanzer’s 5/31/73 memo to
Cox, p. 8 ("He said he would let us know.")~

ii. On the evening of 5/4/73, Silbert and Glanzer met
with Dean and Shaffer at Silbert’s office. Shaffer and
Dean stated that they had changed their minds about Dean
appearing before the grand jury the next day on the basis
previously discussed with Silbert. Glanzer suggested that
Dean testify on the understanding that his testimony would
not be used against him. Silbert opposed this and the
question of how Dean could appear before the grand jury
without jeopardizing his position was left unresolved.

12. On May 12, 1973, between 9:30 and 10:10 p.m.,
Glanzer spoke with Shaffer and Dean separately by telephone.
Silbert does not recall what was said in these conversations.
(See Glanzer 5/31/73 memo to Cox, p. 9, for Glanzer’s
version of conversation with Dean.)

13. On 6/6/73 Silbert phQned Shaffer to say that the
prosecutors wanted Dean to appear before the grand jury.
(Silbert had written to Dean on 5/22/73 rejecting Dean’s
request for immunity.) Shaffer, claiming that "Phase
One" (exploratory discussions to determine whether Dean
should be given immunity) was still in effect, began
relating additional information that Dean could provide.
Thinking that Shaffer was "pulling a fast one" and
trying to lay the basis for a claim of equitable use
immunity, Silbert tried unsuccessfully to cut Shaffer off.
(The information provided by Shaffer is listed in Silbert’s
6/7/73 memo to files. Items 1-6 were already known to
the prosecutors. Silbert thinks they also knew about
Item 7, Hunt’s call to Colson regarding Hunt’s safe, but
that they had not been able to corroborate it with O’Brien,
the source of the information according to Dean. The
prosecutors did not know about items 8-10, none of which
implicated Dean.)

14. Concerning the question of whether the case against
Dean is tainted by information which Dean gave the prosecu-
tors or by leads from such information, Silbert made the
following points:

a. The case against Dean is not tainted by
information given by Dean to the prosecutors or by
evidence resulting from leads from such information;
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b. The prosecutors did not follow-up leads from
Dean: "We always played the game that we had to come
across the source independently." Thus, the prosecutors
delayed Dean’s grand jury appearance as long as possible
in order to get as much information from other sources
as they could.

c. Dean did not lead the prosecutors to Magruder;
Magruder, through his attorneys, contacted the prosecutors
rather than vice versa. [Similarly, the prosecutors were
led to Powell Moore, not by Dean, but by Reisner who was
mentioned by McCord. (See Glanzer’s 5/31/73 memo to
cox, p. 2.).]

d. Dean never told the prosecutors of an attempt
to get the CIA to cover up the Mexican checks or the
attempt to get the CIA to pay bail for the defendants.

e. Silbert does not remember Dean talking of
Mitchell’s request (approved by Haldeman and Ehrlichman)
that Kalmbach raise money for the defendants. (Silbert
says that the 2nd or 3rd of May the prosecutors had heard
of the involvement of Ulasewicz, LaRue and Kalmbach in
the payments to the defendants.)

15. Miscellaneous matters:

a. Silbert does not recall any factual inconsisten-
cies between what Dean told the prosecutors and Dean’s
Senate Select Committee testimony, but states that there
were omissions in Dean’s statements to the prosecutors,
principally Dean’s failure to disclose the details of his
dealings with General Walters and the CIA and Dean’s
failure to disclose the offer of executive clemency to
McCord. (Silbert does not think Dean ever told the
prosecutors about clemency for the defendants.)

b. Dean’s disclosures were initially limited to
implicating Magruder and Mitchell. Thereafter Dean
implicated Haldeman and Ehrlichman, and, after that, the
President.

c. Silbert does not recall ever telling Dean, in
an effort to induce Dean to plead guilty, about evidence
against Dean which the prosecutors obtained from other
~sources.
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d. Silbert considered the information received
by Glanzer from Shaffer on 4/5/73 as included in Silbert’s
4/6/73 agreement not to use against Dean any information
provided by Dean or leads from such information.

e. Silbert will examine the private records he kept
during the Watergate investigation to see whether they
refresh his recollection concerning contacts between the
prosecutors and Dean and/or Dean’s attorneys.



Form
(Ed. 4-~6-65)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
OF JUSTICE

TO     : Files DATE: September 6, 1973

FROM : Peter F. Rient ~
Judy Denny~

stmjEca’: Interview of Earl Silbert on August 30, 1973

On August 30, 1973, Peter F. Rient and Judy Denny of
the Special Prosecutor’s office interviewed Principal Assistant
U.S. Attorney Earl Silbert in Rient’s office concerning contacts
after April i, 1973 between the original Watergate prosecutors
and John Dean and/or Dean’s attorneys. During the interview,
reference was made to the following documents from the files
of the original Watergate prosecutors: memos from Silbert to
Files date April ii and 17 and memo from Glanzer to Cox dated
May 31, 1973. (Copies of those documents are attached.)

Silbert provided the following information:

i. Silbert’s first contact with Dean’s lawyers (Hogan
and Shaffer) occurred early during the week of April 2, 1973.
Silbert does not recall the exact date or day of the week.
(Dean and Shaffer say it was on April 2.) At that time, Silbert
was interested in speaking with Dean for three reasons: first,
because of statements of McCord mentioning Dean (according to
Silbert, McCord had met with Dash over the preceeding weekend
and McCord’s statements to Dash had been leaked to the press);
second, because of Gray’s confirmation hearing testimony about
having given Dean FBI reports; and, third, because of. Gray’s
testimony that Dean had "probably" lied to FBI agents during
their investigation. The meeting with Hogan and Shaffer was
not pre-arranged, however, Silbert thinks that Hogan and
Shaffer first met with Glanzer and were then brought by Glanzer
to see Silbert. I/ The meeting was ~rief. Hogan and Shaffer
were introducte~ to Silbert, stated that they represented Dean

i/ Silbert already knew Hogan, but did not know Shaffer.
Glanzer knew Shaffer) Silbert is not sure how close Glanzer
and Shaffer were personally, but states that their friendship
went beyond their professional relationship.

DO J-- 1973--04
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and said that Dean would appear before the grand jury when
called. No decision was made as to further meetings between
the prosecutors and Dean or Dean’s attorneys.

2. At Shaffer’s request, Glanzmr met with Shaffer at
Glanzer’s home on the evening of April 5, 1973. The meeting
lasted until the early morning hours of April 6. Shaffer asked
Glanzer to keep the meeting confidential. Glanzer agreed to do
so, but told Silbert about it the next morning. Silbert does
not recall specifically what Glanzer told him about the meeting,
but says it was basically that Shaffer had told Glanzer about a
conspiracy to obstruct justice involving Dean, Mitchell and
Magruder. ~/ At the meeting between Glanzer and Shaffer,
arrangements were made for Shaffer to meet with the prosecutors
on April 6, 1973.

3. During the afternoon of April 6, 1973, Silbert, Glanzer
and Campbell met with Hogan and Shaffer. Silbert does not recall
whether Hogan and Shaffer gave the prosecutors any substantive
facts. Dean’s attorneys offered Dean’s cooperation and a preview
by Dean of his testimony in return for "equitable immunity"
(described by Silbert as an informal . commitment from the
prosecutors that Dean would not be prosecuted’°in connection with
anything he told then), no forwarding of Dean’s information to
Titus or to the Justice Department, and all discussion to be
off-the-record (no taking of notes and no telling others about
the fact that discussion were taking place). The prosecutors
did not agree to give Dean equitable immunity, but did agree to
the ~her conditions specified and further agreed that no infor-
mation received from Dean or leaks derived therefrom would be
used in the investigation. Silbert agreed to these conditions
without discussing them with anyone other than Glanzer and
Campbell. A meeting with Dean and his attorneys was scheduled
for the afternoon of April 8, 1973 at Shaffer’s office in
Rockville.

4. $ilbert, Glanzer, and Campbell met with Dean, Shaffer
and Hogan at Shaffer’s office on the afternoon of April 8, 1973.

FOIA(b)3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Grand Jury



During the meeting Dean received more than one phone call
from Higby who was returning from C~lifornia on Air Force One.
As a result, Dean’s meeting with the prosecutors was terminated
so that Dean could attend a meeting at the White House. The
prosecutors’ meeting with Dean was resumed on the evening of
April 9, 1973.

At the meeting, Shaffer explained why Dean’s information
should not be forwarded to the Justice Department or to Titus.
Shaffer stated that Dean would be talking about Mitchell and
that if Petersen knew what Dean was saying Petersen would
notify Kleindienst who, in turn, would tell Mitchell. Shaffer
further stated that Titus should not be informed because Titus
had ties to the White House. (Silbert says Titus has known
Rose Mary Woods for a long time.) In addition, Shaffer challenged
the prosecutors on their willingness to "go after" Mitchell.

Silbert finds it difficult to distinguish between what
Dean told t~e prosecutors on April 8 and what he told them
on April 9. Apparently at the April 8 meeting Dean began by
focusing on Mitchell. (On April 8, 1973, Dean said it was
difficult to implicate Mitchell because Mitchell had been like
a father to him. ) Dean told the prosecutors about the January 27
and February 4, 1972 meetings in Mitchell’s office.between
Mitchell, Dean, Magruder and Liddy~ (Silbert says he had not
heard about these meetings before,j

FOIA(b)3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Grand Jury._...._~

~ Dean stated that the ~
first meeting involved a "spectacular" presentation by Liddy,
not fully understood by Dean, involving color charts and code
names. This meeting ended with Mitchell telling Liddy that
Liddy’s presentation wasn’t what they had in mind. 3/ Dean
said Dean arrived late at the second meeting and terminated the
meeting by saying that such matters should not be discussed
with the Attorney General. After the second meeting, Dean told
the prosecutors, Dean told Liddy Dean didn’t want to have
anything to do with Liddy. Silbert thinks Dean told the
prosecutors that Dean said to Mitchell after the second meeting
that Dean might be a valuable witness for Mitchell some day.
Dean also told the prosecutors of reporting to Haldeman after
the second meeting and of agreeing with Haldeman not to have
anything to do with the Liddy plan.

As to post-June 17, 1972 events, Dean told the prosecutors
the following:

3/ Dean made a brief and vague reference to "Sandwedge" and
-- Caulfield as having preceeded Liddy’s proposed 9peration.



a) Dean met with Liddy on June. 19, 1972. During a
walk, Liddy told Dean that the Watergate had been Liddy’s
operation and that Liddy had gone to Burning Tree with:
Powell Moore to see Kleindienst to get the persons arrested
out of jail. (Silbert says this was the first time the
prosecutors heard about the Burning Tree episode.) Dean did
not mention being told by Liddy of pressure from Magruder
prior to the June 17th break-in at the DNC.

b) Dean met with Ehrlichman and Colson on June 19, 1972,
at which time Ehrlichman told Dean to instruct Liddy that
Hunt should leave the country. After Dean phoned Liddy,
Dean, Colson and Ehrlichman reconsidered and Dean called Liddy
back to rescind the instruction.

c) Ehrlichman told Dean to "deep six" the briefcase found
in Hunt’s safe.

d) Dean turned over to Gray material from Hunt’s safe.
Dean did not say that Gray had destroyed the material.

e) Dean showed Parkinson and O’Brien FBI 302 reports
which Dean had received from Gray. (Silbert doesn’t recall
that Dean mentioned Mardian in this connection.) Dean did not
say that Kleindienst and Petersen had rejected his requests of
them to provide him with FBI reports.

f) Dean knew that Magruder’s grand~ju~y~testimony was
false.and~ although attempting to minimize his own involvement
in the preparation of Magruder’s false testimony, stated that
he had given Magruder a sample of cross-examination on Magruder’s
story before Magruder’s August 16, 1972 grand jury appearance.
(Silbert is pretty sure Dean mentioned Mitchell in this connection,
but doesn’t recall whether Dean mentioned LaRue, Parkinson or
O’Brien. Dean did not mention Mardian in connection with
Magruder’s August 16 or September 13 grand jury appearances.)
Dean also told about the meeting in Arthur Becker’s office
before Magruder’s September 13 grand jury appearance, at which
Mitchell, Magruder and Dean developed an explanation for the
incriminating meetings in Magruder’s diary. (Silbert says that
since the explanation given seemed credible at the time, the
prosecutors did not pursue the issue.) [Shaffer told Silbert,
possibly on April 8 or April 9 and certainly before April 13,
that Magruder had a copy of his grand jury testimony and that
several people had seen it. After it was known that the
transcript was around, Shaffer said, Mitchell asked to see it.]

g) Dean spoke about money (this may have been at a later
meeting with the prosecutors on April 15, 1973), mentioning a
$350,000 fund out of which $22,000 was taken. Dean said the
$22,000 was replenished by Stans. At some point, Dean also



said that "they" were dippimg into the $350,000 to pay the
defendants. (Silbert cannot remember any other statement by
Dean about money. Silbert does not think that Dean mentioned
Kalmbach, since Silbert does not recall mentioning Kalmbach
to Petersen and Kleindienst on April 14 and April 15, 1973,
which he would have done had Dean mentioned Kalmbach, because
of Kalmbach’s position as the President’s attorney.)

h) Dean mentioned Ehrlichman and Haldeman, referring to
them as the "Berlin Wall" because he could not get through
them to the President.

i) Dean mentioned his March 21, 1973 meeting with the
President and said that he had tried to "lay it out" for the
President but that he couldn’t make the President understand
what was involved.

j) Dean spent a lot of time talking about his recent
relations with Magruder and Mitchell. Dean said Magruder
had been phoning everyone and was nervous because people’s mem~-
rias~~ were beginning to fail. Dean also told of taping
a phone conversation with Magruder while Dean was at Camp David.
On April 9, 1973, Dean stated that Mitchell was going to
"stone wall" it. ~/

k) Silbert does not recall Dean ever telling the

prosecutors about executive clemency for the defendants.

5. At the meeting between the prosecutors and Dean,
Hogan and Shaffer on April 9, 1973 there was a discussion of
Dean’s status. Dean did not want 6o ~take the Fifth Amendment
in open court or before the Senate. The difficulty with
granting Dean equitable immunity from the prosecutors’ point
of view was that S~l~rt did not think Dean should have immunity
and would have had to clear it with Petersen, which would have
required r~vealing the discussion with Dean to Petersen. Silbert
suggested, therefore, that Dean take his chances in the grand
jury without immunity or any promises. (Silbert says that,
at this point, Dean’s disclosures were very vague and unspecific.)

6. Shaffer phoned Silbert on April 10, 1973 and reported
that Dean was thinking of requesting equitably immunity from
KleindienSt. Silbert told Shaffer that if Dean did so Silbert

4/ Dean told the prosecutors that Dean would be meeting with
-- Mitchell on April 10. Glanzer suggested thatDean be "wired",

a suggestion which was rejected by both Dean and Silbert even
though the meeting with Mitchell would be a "one-on-one"
situation. Silbert rejected the suggestion principally
because of the difficulty he anticipated in explaining to
a jury the difference between legal and illegal recording of
conversations.



would recommend against granting Dean immunity. (It did
not occur to Silbert to question Shaffer about the inconsistency
between Dean’s proposal to ask Kleindienst for immunity and
Dean’s earlier position that Kleindienst should not be told
of Dean’s meetings with the prosecutors.) Silbert again
suggested that Dean testify voluntarily and without any promises
and, in reply to Shaffer’s inquiry, said that it was not the
primary purpose of the p~osecutors to ~hdict Dean.

7. Shaffer called Glanzer at about 10:00 p.m. on
April 12, 1973 and requested an immediate meeting with the
prosecutors. (Shaffer’s desire for an immediate meeting was
apparently precipitated by the fact that Strachan had testified
in the grand jury the day before and, according to Dean, had
revealed having given money to Dean. Silbert recalls that
Strachan testified about delivering $350,000 to LaRue and
that Strachan telephoned later in the day at Haldeman’s
suggestion to say that he had delivered only $328,000 to LaRue.)
Shaffer met with the prosecutors at about 11:00 p.m. on April 12,
1973 and told them that Dean had used some of the money received
from Strachan for his honeymoon. (Silbert thinks Shaffer said
that the money Dean used came either from the $350,000 or from
the $22,000 which was taken out of the $350,000.)

8. On April 14, 1973, Glanzer phoned Shaffer to set up
a meeting with Shaffer at Glanzer’s home. (Silbert says that
by this time, as a result of meetings between the pr~secutors~
Magruder and Magruder’s attorneys, the prosecutors had decided
that Dean should be a defendant. Since Shaffer had been seeking
to have Dean meet again with the prosecutors, Silbert thought
Shaffer should be told that the attitude of the prosecutors toward
Dean ha~changed.) The meeting between Glanzer and Shaffer on
April ~ 1973 took place either in the early morning or the
late afternoon. Glanzer told Shaffer that the prosecutors
thought Dean would have to plead guilty, but that if Dean had
done anything in reliance on the prosecutors’ earlier represen-
tations that Dean would only be a witness the prosecutors would
not use that against him.

9) Early in the evening of April 14, 1973, Glanzer phoned
Shaffer to say that the prosecutors were going to disclose to
Titus and Petersen the information received from Dean. Later
that night one of the prosecutors phoned Shaffer again to say
that disclosure would also be made to Kleindienst.

10. Following the meeting between the prosecutors and
Petersen on the night of April 14 and between Silbert, Titus,
Petersen and Kleindienst in the early morning of April 15,
Petersen asked the prosecutors to meet with Dean again to get more
information, specifically with respect to Ehrlichman and Haldeman.
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Silbert and Glanzer met with Dean and Shaffer at Shaffer’s
office during the afternoon of April 15, 1973. Shaffer and
Dean regarded the disclosures by the prosecutors to Titus,
Petersen and KleindienSt as a breach of their agreement
[contra;    Glanzer May 31, 1973 memo to Cox, p.4], but were

willing to disregard the breach.



rE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO

FROM

¯
Messrs. Ruth, Neal (Ben-Veniste),
Merrill, Connolly, Davis, and
McBridethe S" 2~liJ/

: Philip A. Lacovar
Counsel to p

Prosecutor

DATE: Sept. 4, 1973

StmJECT: Brady and Jencks Material in Connection
with Vesco Trial

Attached is a list of witnesses the United States
Attorney intends to call during the upcoming Vesco
trial of John Mitchel! and Maurice Stans in New York.
We have been asked, in accordance with the provisions
of the Jencks Act and cases like Brady v. Maryland, to
ascertain whether we have any substan’~ially verbahim
statements by any of these witnesses referring to the
issues in the Vesco trial and also whether we have
reason to believe that any of the government witnesses
understands that he is a target of an investigation
being conducted by us and thus might have a motive to
shade his testimony. Please advise me by memorandum
no layer than September 7 (I) whether any of the
witnesses on the attached list has been indicted or
pleaded guilty to an indictment or information, (2)
whether any is a target of an investigation and, if so,
for what offenses, (3) whether in your judgment any
witness has reason to believe he is. under investigation
by us and (4) whether any prospective witness has
reason to understand or does believe that he has an
agreement with us for some form of special treatment
if he cooperates.

.It is important to be candid at this stage lest
we leave ourselves open to a charge that we suppressed
evidence relevant to the credibility or bias of these
witnesses. How best to communicate any information
covered above can be discussed with me, but it is
imperative that a fair and realistic assessment be
made as to each Vesco witness.

C.C : Mr. Cox
Richard Weinberg



J~rR: dag ,

73-0646
I~EW YO~. N. Y. ~0007

August 28, 1973

Philip Lacovara, Esq.
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
United States Department of Justice
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Re: United States v. Mitchell, et al.
73 Cr. 439

Dear Phil:

Enclosed is a list of our prospective
witnesses in the Mitchell-Stans case. I would
appreciate it if you could check with your
attorneys to determine whether there is any
Brady material or 3500 material which we should
turn over to defense counsel.

matter.
Many thanks for your help in this

Enclosure

Very truly yours,

’~xecutive Ass
United States Attorney



Shirley Bailey
Howard Cerny
Ralph Dodd
Robert Foglim
Helen Force
’Andrew Malone
Laurence Richardson
Harry L. Sears
Richard Vine

William E. Casey
Arden Chambers (Stans~ see’y)

Murray Chotiner
G. Bradford Cook
Charles Coulson
John W. Dean III
John Ehrlichman
H. R. Haldeman
Leonard Hall
Daniel Hofgren
Richard Kleindienst
FrederickLaRue
Jeb Stuart Magruder
Donald Nixon
Donald Nixon, Jr.
Edward Nixon
Kenneth W. Parkinson
Henry Petersen
Hugh Sloan, Jr.
Stanley Sporkin
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FROM

SUBJECT: United States v. N.Jtcb=ll, e.~ a~ -
............................................. -L__7__% P____-t ....... :__:, ....$ c h ::~ d u ! e.

inc ! ud i:.<a :
August !, 1974. ~en~=tz,:~ trzal brief due

(a) Chrono.iocv of crucial events to be covered

(b) Lise of

(c) I..ist of exhibits;

(d) Combined list of witnesses and exhibits;

(f) Legal trial ~’~ef "- .... ,~<        "=nt
facts, our theory and law in suppor:;

Hemoranda on those

tri~~      , ~ ~ ....... ~
iss::es -- use ,:our
-’ £S:’&£S. )
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3. L<I:i~,~.~.~S~_..9__,___~__TLo~_._ Any Brady material not
ccvered in the 9-e:~cks Act ;:,aterial should be available
for de!iv<:,:cy to couns~l ___~-.~ defendants.

4. A::c-.~st 15, 1974.    Eo:ch lawyer should have
-~cne over tenta~:.ve----~: ......... -’-: ~--’-.~.~± nr.~.ef and we should now be ready
to 5zepare a trial brf~ef in as f.inal a form as possible.
{%-hose of you who h~ve tried a number of cases recognize
a trial brief is never complete and unchangeable.)

pzepared ch=cnelo~ieS of events incorporating the activities
of each defendant from March 21, 1973 forward, including the
info-_-:-atf~on on tapes and transcripts of President’s Submission.
~kei. e c~<rono!o~ies should be prepared in a manner -that the
¯ ~r.:~-s-.-_...=.°-~miner of each defendant can go from the chronology
_~’-~ :he raw :.-.at};sha! {S_’..~_-, transcripts) without loss motion
or f’;mbiing durin~ crcss-examin~.tion.

6. Au:r’~ust 20, 1974.    Larry !ason should have col-
lected all quest ......................... ~ ....~!ons su!,mA~:<ed to the Court for voir dire
in United States v. ~~, United________________States v. -’:~r:r!ichman and
United States v. Reinecke, and we should meet and prepare
list of questions to be submitted to the Court. Also, Larry
should now have a detailed memo on the method followed by
J’.:d=e Sirica of e}~-srcising peremptory challenges.

7. August ! to..: ............. ~-:,----:-.~ .......:_:___Aucust 30, 1974.    During this :~eriod
each ia~;er should conzer w~n %ne w;,.:nesses he has teen
assigned. These witnesses should be ~repared to be forth-
coming with direct testimony in res~_oonse to non-leading cues-
ticns end each witness should be prepared for anticipated
:-t:e::ti.~ns cn cross-examin~.tion.

:_. Au:~;us: i - Aucust 30, 1974.     Rick, J.-_l! and !
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i0. From this day forward, no member of the
trial staff will take on any duties other than that
assigned by Rick or me, and any request to any member
should be brought to our attention.

ii. September i, 1974.    George should have pre-
pared a chart reflecting the payments of money to or for
defendants.

12    S=~temb~r i, 1974 forward     ~-~- Georse
~er~y and Larry should accumulate ---:~’ =~-"
examination of witnesses for the defense as we become
aware of their identities.

I believe this is the best trial staff I have ever
~xperienced and we should try ~ne ~_st case ~ver tried on
k, eh~_~ of th= United S,_a~=s. There wi~ ~e d~s~-ppo~_nting
moments and days during the course of this tria! and it
will be necessary for us to keep an even di. socsition through-
ou~    No     ’ ~ ’ _ -’ . memoe~ of thzs scarf wi~1 be critica! of the mer-
for.-~ance of an}, other ~-~~ exc~mt ~’,~ the ~-,*:~sence of
that r ember.

Finally, I expect substantial compliance with this
~=’"~ even ~ .... - ’ ’sc,,=~=e, ~_.~o~gh we wil~ have a "taznc" hearing and

other diversions, such as pretrial conf%rences, from now
on to the com:cencement of the trial.
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : Larry lason DATE: October 2, 1974

~ROM : Jim Neal

SUBJECT: John Dean’s Contacts and Information Imparted
to the Original Prosecutors

Larry, I need for you to prepare today while we are
picking the jury, a summary day-by-day of the information
imparted by. Dean to Silbert, Glanzer, et al. It should
start with April 18 through May 25, 1973. I don’t need
extensive information, just the development. We need to
show, if it’s a .fact, that Dean was giving the prosecutors
information in a chronological manner, rather than as an
"escalation" to higher-ups in order to get immunity as
implied in the memorandum from Silbert to Cox dated May 31,
1973. In other words, Dean states that he did start with
pre-break-in period for two reasons: First, because it
appeared to be the focal point of the investigation at that
time; and second, because in early April he admittedly hoped
to avoid an investigation into the cover-up, not only for
himself but for others. He states, however, that as the
meetings progressed and as they continued to probe, it be-
came impossible to explain what happened pre-June 17 with-
out explaining the matters that happened thereafter, and~that
his revelations proceeded on a chronological basis.       ~

Dean states, further, that he advised Shaffer in his
early meetings with him that he wanted to tell the story
of Watergate. It was Shaffer’s idea that Shaffer seek
immunity for Dean. Dean agreed that that would be fine but
he continued on the course of commitment to tell the story
with immunity if he could get it, or without immunity if he
could not.

Larry, we need to be prepared either on direct of Dean
or re-direct or in rebuttal to support this story and I need
you to analyze the original prosecutors’ notes, Silbert’s
diary, and the above-mentioned~memorandum for the factual
support therein. (The Silbert to Cox memorandum of May 31
is in my cabinet in the notebook labeled "Silbert Pros..
Memos.)
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    " Larry lason DATE: October 2, 1974

FROM : Jim Neal

SUBJECT: John Dean’s Contacts and Information Imparted
to the Original Prosecutors

Larry, I need for you to prepare today while we are
picking the jury, a summary day-by-day of the information
imparted by Dean to Silbert, Glanzer, et al. It should
start with April 18 through May 25, 1973. I don’t need
extensive information, just the development. We need to
show, if it’s a fact, that Dean was giving the prosecutors
information in a chronological manner, rather than as an
"escalation" to higher-ups in order to get immunity as
implied in the memorandum from Silbert to Cox dated May 31,
1973. In other words, Dean states that he did start with
pre-break-in period for two reasons: First, because it
appeared to be the focal point of the investigation at that
time; and second, because in early April he admittedly hoped
to avoid an investigation into the cover-up, not only for
himself but for others. He states, however, that as the
meetings progressed and as they continued to probe, it be-
came impossible to explain what happened pre-June 17 with-
out explaining the matters that happened thereafter, and that
his revelations proceeded on a chronological basis.

Dean states, further, that he advised Shaffer in his
early meetings with him that he wanted to tell the story
of Watergate. It was Shaffer’s idea that Shaffer seek
immunity for Dean. Dean agreed that that would be fine but
he continued on the course of commitment to tell the story
with immuaity if he could get it, or without immunity if he
could not.

Larry, we need to be prepared either on direct of Dean
or re-direct or in rebuttal to support this story and I need
you to analyze the original prosecutors’ notes, Silbert’s
diary, and the above-mentioned~memorandum for the factual
support therein. (The Silbert to Cox memorandum of May 31
is in my cabinet in the notebook labeled "Silbert Pros.
Memos.)
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : James F. Neal "’bATE: Oct. 8, 1974

FROM~Larry lason

SUBJ~,CT: What Dean told the Prosec~t.ors~~l.y and
through Shaffer) . ~= aa~J,~

April 2~ 1973 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

First meeting between Dean’s attorneys, Shaffer and
Hogan, and the prosecutors, first Glanzer, then joined by
Silbert. Discussion limited to establishing a procedure
for cooperation. Shaffer said they should be investigating
beyond the break-in into subsequent areas that relate
to your trial.

April 5, 1973

Shaffer called G!anzer, then went to Glanzer’s
home. Shaffer said Dean could "deliver Mitchell" but that
discussions had to be off the record so that Mitchell
would not find out through Kleindienst. Shaffer said he
hoped to get immunity for Dean because of his value as a
witness. There was some discussion about a plea. Shafferalso said Dean could "deliver Magruder"

April 6~ 1973 3:00 p.m.

Shaffer and Hogan met with Silbert, Glanzer and
Campbell. Silbert rejected Shaffer’s suggestion that
Dean be granted immunity. Shaffer talked about Dean’s
knowledge of Mitchell and Magruder. Nothing was said
about Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Colson or Nixon

April 8, 1973 2:00 p.m.

Dear accompanied by Shaffer and Hogan, first met with
Silbert, Glanzer and Campbell at Shaffer’s Rockville office.
The meeting was cut short when Dean was called to the White
House. Dean hedged because of the attorney-client privilege
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and because he had not yet told the President everything.
Dean was afraid he could not get through Haldeman to see
the President.

Dean told the prosecutors about:

i. The January and February meetings in the Attorney
General’s office.

2. The million dollar budget and the plan for
electronic surveillance discussed at these meetings.
Liddy’s charts.

Also

3. Learning about the Burning Tree incident from
Kleindienst.

4. Dean’s meeting with Liddy on June 19th.

5. Cross examining Magruder for his grand jury
appearance and suggesting weaknesses in Magruder’s testimony.

6. Meeting with Mitchell and Magruder before
Magruder’s third grand jury appearance, including the
discussion about altering Magruder’s diary and the agreement
that they would say the meetings in Mitchell’s office concerned
election laws.

7. When money for Hunt’s requests was needed,
Mitchell said "activate Kalmbach."

8. Dean mentioned the $350,000 fund.

April 9, 1973

I. Dean told the prosecutors about the events leading
up to the hiring of Liddy as CRP’s counsel, including Dean’s
introduction of Liddy to Mitchell on November 24, 1971.

2. O’Brien passed along Hunt’s requests for money.

3. Dean met Kalmbach outside the Hay Adams on
Mitchell’s instructions.

payments.
Parkinson, O’Brien and LaRue arranged for money
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meetings.
The details’of the January 27th and February 4th

6. Dean reported to Haldeman about those meetings;
Haldeman said the White House should not be involved.

7. Dean told Mitchell he would be a good witness for
Mitchell because he would testify that Mitchell did not
expressly approve Liddy’s plans.

8. Dean wanted his name erased from Magruder’s diary,
but that Magruder said it would be detected by the FBI.

9. Dean met with Ehrlichman after talking with Liddy
on June 19th. Ehrlichman told Dean to clean out Hunt’s
safe and "deep 6" the contents. Dean and Ehrlichman later
agreed that the politically damaging material in Hunt’s
safe should not be destroyed but should be turned over to
Gray.

I0. Ehrlichman had ordered Hunt to leave the country.

Ii. Dean had told Haldeman that O’Brien had passed
along a request from Hunt for money and that Haldeman said
Dean should see Mitchell.

12. Parkinson and LaRue had come to Dean’s office
with a piece of paper containing Hunt’s requests for money.

13. After McCord complained about the proposed CIA
defense, Ehrlichman told Dean to stroke McCord.

14. Bittman visited Colson and discussed clemency.

15. Ehrlichman and Haldeman said Colson should stroke
Bittman but make no promises.

16. The La Costa meetings.

17. Mitchell was going to stonewall it.

18. Howard and Strachan had given Dean $15,900 to
hold in his safe. (On April 12th Shaffer told Glanzer
and Silbert that Dean had taken $4000 of this money for
his honeymoon and had put a check in the safe.
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April i0, 1973

Shaffer called Silbert and said Dean was considering
requesting equitable immunity directly from Kleindienst.
Silbert rejected immunity for Dean.

April 12, 1973" ii:00 p.m.

Shaffer told Silbert and Glanzer that Haldeman and
Higby had coached Strachan before Strachan’s grand jury
appearance. Shaffer also told them that Dean had "nibbled"
on the money he had received from Strachan and Howard.

April 15~ 1973

Dean and Shaffer met with Silbert and Glanzer. Shaffer
and Dean agreed that Silbert had acted properly in telling
Petersen what Dean had told the prosecutors. Shaffer and
Dean "reiterated their consistently expressed desire to
have the President’s eyes opened to this predicament because
of his supposed ignorance of the facts. Up to this point
Dean’s position was discussed in terms of Ehrlichman and
Haldeman keeping the truth from the President." (Silbert
memo to Cox 5/31/73)

Dean discussed:

I. The story concocted by Dean, Mitchell, Magruder,
LaRue and possibly Mardian and Parkinson to explain the
money that was given to Liddy.

2. Magruder told this story in his grand jury testi-
mony. When Dean learned from Petersen that Silbert and the
grand jury suspected that Magruder was lying, Dean told Mitchell.

3. Dean said something about a memo from Cushman with
Dean’s name on it and that Ehrlichman was responsible.

4. Dean possibly mentioned Walters.

5. Glanzer thinks Dean discussed receiving

* After the prosecutors had heard Magruder, they began to
understand more of what Dean had told them. Realizing
that they could use Magruder as a witness against Mitchell,
their emphasis with Dean turned to Haldeman and Ehrlichman.
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302’s from Gray "to keep abreast of "the newsYleaks.’’

6. Dean told the prosecutors that when he met Mitchell
on April 10th, Mitchell said he was going to "stonewall" it.
Dean told the prosecutors he had a memo of this meeting with
Mitchell.

7. Dean mentioned that McPhee romanced Judge Richey
in the rose garden.

8. Dean disclosed that Hunt and Liddy had broken into
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office.

9. Dean mentioned the $200,000 Vesco contribution,including the involvement of Don Nixon.
Dean also referredto ITT.

April 20~ 1973

Shaffer telephoned and advised Silbert that Sam Dashhad called him and wanted to speak with Dean on an informal
basis. Shaffer asked Silbert what the position-of the pro-
secution was and Silbert replie~ that the prosecutors took no
position.

By this time, Dean had told the prosecutors about thedelivery to Pat Gray of 2 files from Hunt’s safe and
Pat Gray’s subsequent destruction of those files. When
Silbert told Shaffer that Gray denied the incident when
Henry Petersen confronted him with the facts, Shaffer told
Silbert that Dean would take a lie detector test on this
point and on any other matters we selected. Following this,
Shaffer explained that Dean’s press release which said he
would not be a "scapegoat" was designed to let Haldeman and
Ehrlichman know that Dean was not going to go down alone.

Shaffer said that Ehrlichman had inserted in thePresident’s public statement the recommendation against
giving any White House aides immunity in order to frustrate
Dean’s efforts along those lines with the prosecutors.

Shaffer also said that Dean’s recollection had beenstimulated by news reports and research and that he had
more details to give the prosecutors.
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April 23~ 1973

On Monday evening, April 23, 1973, Shaffer came
to Silbert’s office and discussed his client’s status
with Glanzer and Silbert. He inquired about whether the
prosecutors intended to subpoena Dean to appear before the
Grand Jury. The prosecutors said they had not decided.
Shaffer said he might move to quash the subpoena and while
that was being litigated Dean might testify before the
Senate Committee. He said he had spoken to Dash and the
Committee could convene on short notice for Dean.

Shaffer displayed a writing which he said was a
tabulation of telephone calls to Dean from Henry Petersen.
He said if Petersen turned down Dean’s appeal for immunity
Petersen’s impartiality would be questioned. Following
this Shaffer raised the question of whether Dean could
plead guilty to a misdemeanor. He mentioned misprision of
felony and we said that was a three year felony. He said
that would not do.

April 29, 1973

Shaffer, in New York with Dean for Dean’s SDNY
Grand Jury appearance, called Glanzer to say Colson
had information about Haldeman and Ehrlichman.

May 2~ 1973

Dean and Shaffer said the prosecutors may now take
notes. After a discussion of the privilege problems with
listening to Dean talk about presidential involvement, the
prosecutors decided to listen to whatever Dean had to say.

Dean played a copy of the Hunt-Colson dictabelt and
told the prosecutors he had played the tape for Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at Camp David and for Mitchell in New York
on November 15, 1972.

Dean also told the prosecutors:

I. After the February 4th meeting, Dean talked to
Haldeman who then relayed the information to Ehrlichman.
Dean said Haldeman did not want the White House to be
involved.
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Strachan.
Before June 17th Gemstone summaries went to

3. After June 17th Strachan told Dean that Haldeman
had instructed Strachan to pull all intelligence material.
All "proceeds" from Watergate wiretaps were destroyed.
Haldeman’s files included memos of meetings of Haldeman,
Strachan and Kalmbach about financing.

4. On July 8, 1972 Dean met with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at San Clemente to discuss Watergate.

5. On September 2, 1972 Dean met with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at the Newporter Inn and told them everything
he had learned about Watergate.

6. At Camp David on November 15 Dean told Haldeman
they needed part of the $350,000 fund. The money was later
released. Howard and Strachan turned over the balance of
$22,000 to Dean.

7. After the break-in Mitchell, Mardian, LaRue and
Dean discussed raising money for the defendants. Mitchell
told Dean to get Ehrlichman’s approval to use Kalmbach.
Dean told Haldem~n and Ehrlichman that Mitchell said the
White House should be interested in helping these guys.
Dean met Kalmbach at the Mayflower and told him that Mitchell,
Haldeman and Ehrlichman all thought the defendants needed
to be paid. Dean said LaRue would give Kalmbach the details.
Stans turned over $80,000 to LaRue about this time.

8. MacGregor wanted a briefing, but Ehrlichman told
Dean not to do it.

9. Dean reported to Haldeman and Ehrlichman about
Magruder’s well-being.

I0. Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean and Moore met at
La Costa on February 10th and llth to discuss keeping the
Senate from uncovering the facts. The question raised was
whether the seven defendants would remain silent. Moore was
sent to New York to get Mitchell to raise money to replace
the White House $350,000 fund.
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Ii. On March 12, 1973 O’Brien told Dean that O’Brien
had met Hunt and that Shapiro had had a similar meeting
with Hunt. Hunt threatened to disclose all the "seamy"
things he had done for the White House if he did not receive
$72,000 for legal fees and $50,000 for living expenses.

12. At a meeting (March 22nd) of Haldeman, Ehrlichman,
Mitchell and Dean, Ehrlichman asked Mitchell about Hunt’s
money problem. Mitchell said he didn’t think it was a
problem anymore.

13. Dean also told the prosecutors about Sandwedge
and about Colson’s proposed firebombing of the Brookings.
He told them he taped an interview with Segretti and played
it for Haldeman and Ehrlichman in Key Biscayne.

May 3t 1973

i. After the indictment, the President told Dean
that Haldeman had kept the President informed of the good
job Dean was doing.

2. In March 1973 (the 21st) Dean told the President
about the threat Hunt made to O’Brien. Dean and the
President discussed raising $i million. Dean told the
President all about Watergate.

3. Dean had not reported to the President when the
President announced on August 29, 1972 that he had received
a report from Dean.

A possible explanation for the prosecutors’ conten-
tion that Dean escalated his testimony, particularly regarding
the roles of Ehrlichman, Haldeman and the President, is that
Dean did make important additions to his testimony as time
went on. These additions fall into two categories,
(I) filling in details in the Watergate information Dean
already had given the prosecutors, such as specific meetings,
who attended, what was said; (2) telling the. prosecutors for
the first time about other White House horrors, such as
the Fielding break-in (April 15th); that Krogh said his
instructions came from the Oval Office (May 3); the Brookings
firebombing (May 2nd); the national security wiretaps in
1969 (May 3rd). Dean did not tell the prosecutors about
the President’s involvement until May 2nd because of the
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concern about privilege problems. As a result of the signi-
ficance of what the prosecutors learned in the early days
of May about the President’s involvement and ebout the White
House horrors, the prosecutors might have had the impression
that Dean had been holding back. This impression might have
been aggravated because of the frustrations encountered by
the prosecutors during the month of April when they felt
that the case was being taken away from them by the Ervin
Committee and by the impending appointment of a special
prosecutor. This frustration was exacerbated by Shaffer’s
attempts to get immunity for Dean by playing Dash and the
prosecutors off against each other. Whatever the impres-
sion of the prosecutors or the basis for their belief that
Dean had been holding back, the fact is that Dean had laid
out his testimony about the break-in and the cover-up,
including the involvement of Mitchell, Haldeman and
Ehrlichman, when he first met with the prosecutors on
April 8th and 9th.


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


